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Abstract- A textual role representation report on information about role-user and role-permission relationships is a less 

communicative fashion than a graphical representation. Thus graphical representation is implemented in this system. Visual 

representation can highlight potential exceptions within data in an effective manner. This system is focused on producing a 

graphical representation of huge data sets within a single page. Since it is not possible to have a clear view of the data when 

huge data sets are represented within a single page, a graphical technique is implemented where data zooming is performed 

to have a clear view of the data. Further sorting is performed on the data to ease the analysis process. Based on the Role 

Based Access Control (RBAC) technique mining of data is performed. This system is designed to perform both cluster 

mining as well as specific mining of data. 

 

Key Terms -Visualization, RBAC, Mining and Textual Representation.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

This system is focused on providing a graphical representation of huge data sets and visualization of user-

permission assignments in an intuitive graphical form. 

1.1. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF DATA 

As this system is focused on providing a representation of huge data within a single page, when large 

number of data is represented within a single page it would not be possible to have a clear view of the data. So 

in order to overcome this defect, we offer a graphical technique to effectively represent the data. The graphical 

representation implies the zooming phenomenon. That is, as it is not possible to have a clear view of the huge 

data set when it is represented on a single page, data’s are zoomed out to have a clear view. Further sorting is 

imposed on data. That is, when a mouse click is posted on a particular record, it gets sorted as the first record. 

This sorting technique is implemented in order to enable quick analysis of the data [13]. 

The data that is represented in this system is in user-permission assignment [3]. Based on this 

assignment the roles are determined. Depending on the role the access towards the data are allowed and 

prohibited, where the role based access control (RBAC) technique is used. RBAC is the most widely used 

technique in many organizations [2]. This is because of its simplicity where role is identified based on the 

permission that is assigned to the user. Thus role mining in this system indicates extraction of data that exist 
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under a particular role. That is all the information about users who are present under a particular department is 

extracted [9]. 

The proposed representation of data allows role designers to gain insight, draw conclusions, and ultimately 

design meaningful roles from both IT and business perspectives. 

1.1.1. Scope of the paper 
 
In this paper, we aim at developing visual role mining. 

i) First, we intuitively demonstrated that reordering rows and columns of a user-permission matrix which will 

ease the pattern-finding task [5]. 

ii) Second, visual representation can highlight potential exceptions within data in an effective manner [13]. 

iii) Finally a development is made on the textual role representation of reports on the information about role-

user and a role-permission relationship which is a less communicative fashion than a graphical representation 

[7]. Most of the existing role mining algorithms do not provide analysts with any correlation information. 

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

In an Existing system, it could be difficult to produce a graphical representation for huge data sets and 

another major problem is visualizing user-permission assignments in an intuitive graphical form that makes it 

possible to simplify the role engineering process. And there is no sorting on visualization content and also mix 

up with some noise occurred is problems predicted as existing. To deal with this problem, exceptionally or 

accidentally granted permissions can hinder the role mining task. 

Most of the existing role mining algorithms do not provide analysts with any correlation information. 

In this system data’s that are retrieved from the database are represented in a clustered format for ease of 

identification. The data’s are grouped together according to the role. In the existing system only the count of the 

users who are present under the respective roles is produced rather than the user information.  

                  

                                            

                                                    Fig 2.1 Clustered Data 

 

2.1.1 LIMITATION IN EXISTING SYSTEM 

• When data’s are extracted from the database, if the extraction time of data exceeds beyond the 

triggering time of the query it is possible for query to break. 

2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our work is different from the existing content discovery:  
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 1)  By leveraging on the observations made in the previous section, we now describe a viable, fast 

heuristic algorithm called ADVISER (Access Data Visualizer). Given a set of roles, this algorithm is able to 

provide a compact representation of them. In particular, it reorders rows and columns of the user-permission 

matrix to minimize the fragmentation of each role. 

 2)  ADVISER, The more fragments in the visualization of a role, the higher the role visualization cost. 

Reordering users but not permissions only affects the number of gaps between columns, and so do Permissions 

(i.e., Rows and columns are sorted independently). 

 

       3)  According to our expectation, the visualization cost decreases as the number of samples increases. 

Finally, extensive applications over real and public data confirm that our approach is efficient, both in terms of 

computational time and result quality.     

      

In order to overcome the defect that exists in the database, in this system data’s are retrieved from the text 

document, which contains the data similar to that present in the database. A large number of data are represented 

within a single page and to have a clear view of the data a graphical representation is imposed. Sorting of data’s are 

done by posting a mouse click on the particular data. Depending on the role the access towards the data are allowed 

and prohibited, where the role based access control (RBAC) technique is used [2]. Role mining is done by 

extracting data’s that exist under a particular role. That is all the information about users who are present under 

particular department is extracted. Further specific mining is done where unique data is extracted. That is for 

instance, a particular user information is extracted from the entire collection of information. This is done by 

specifying the unique identification of the user.  

2.2.1 Product Perspective 

 
1) By leveraging on the observations made in the previous section, we now describe a viable, fast 

heuristic algorithm called ADVISER (Access Data Visualizer). Given a set of roles, this algorithm is 

able to provide a compact representation of them. In particular, it reorders rows and columns of the 

user-permission matrix to minimize the fragmentation of each role.  

 

2) In an Existing system, it could be difficult to produce a graphical representation for huge data sets and 

another major problem is visualizing user-permission assignments in an intuitive graphical form that 

makes it possible to simplify the role engineering process..  

 
2.2.2 Product Features 
 

The proposed representation of data allows role designers to gain insight, draw conclusions, and ultimately 

design meaningful roles from both IT and business perspectives. First, we offered a formal description of the visual 

role mining problem. Second, we demonstrated that constructing the binary matrix representation of user-

permission relations that best represents already recognized patterns is NP-hard. Moreover, we proposed a novel 

heuristic algorithm called ADVISER to generate a matrix representation starting from the outcome of any role 

mining algorithm. We also described an efficient, tunable, and probabilistic tool referred to as EXTRACT. 
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3. SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

                                   Fig 3.1 System Architecture 

3.1.1 DESCRIPTION 

The application database will allow the employees and the users to login to the system. The application 

users or employees will give the necessary requests that they wanted to the application controller. Then the 

application controller will collect the requests from the users and pass it to the task scheduler. The task scheduler 

will schedule the requests to the multiple handlers, these handlers are internal employees who are expert in their 

domain who will handle the requests and pass the request to the administrator agent. The administrator agent will 

store the request in a text document and perform the other operations in the text document that is saved by the 

agent. And if the request is to be viewed it will be shown in a graphical format to the user. 

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The system is implemented by using the following modules which explains how access is controlled by using 

RBAC technique and how data’s are represented and mined. 

4.1 IMPLEMENTATION CONSTRAINTS 

A hierarchical structuring of relations may result in more classes and a more complicated structure to 

implement [11]. Therefore it is advisable to transform the hierarchical relation structure to a simpler structure such 

as a classical flat one. It is rather straightforward to transform the developed hierarchical model into a bipartite, flat 

model, consisting of classes on the one hand and flat relations on the other [10]. Flat relations are preferred at the 

design level for reasons of simplicity and implementation ease [4]. There is no identity or functionality associated 

with a flat relation. A flat relation corresponds with the relation concept of entity-relationship modeling and many 

object oriented methods. 
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4.2 MODULES  

The following modules describe in detail about how access control mechanism is done towards the data and 

about how data’s are graphically represented within a single page. Furthermore it explains how cluster and specific 

mining is performed. 

 

• Data Access Control 

• Visualization 

• Data Extraction 

4.2.1 DATA ACCESS CONTROL 

Access control is the process of mediating requests to data and services maintained by a system, 

determining which requests should be granted or denied. This module illustrates a banking application to prove 

ocular extraction of data. Data access control is achieved by assigning privileges to users. And we use the data 

access control by assigning privileges for users using RBAC phenomenon [2]. Branch Manager creates employees 

and assigns roles where they are allowed to work only under the respective department. 

4.2.2 VISUALIZATION 

This paper devises a new approach, referred to as visual role mining. Abstract user-permission patterns 

(i.e., RBAC roles) are managed as visual patterns. The rationale behind our approach is that visual representations 

of roles can actually amplify cognition, leading to optimal analysis results. We offer a graphical way to effectively 

navigate the result of any existing role mining algorithm, showing at glance what it would take a lot of data to 

expound. Moreover, we allow to visually identifying meaningful roles within access control data without resorting 

to traditional role mining tools.  

Visualization of the user-permission assignments is performed in such a way to isolate the noise, 

allowing role engineers to focus on relevant patterns, leveraging their cognition capabilities [12]. These patterns are 

usually referred to as tiles. It demonstrates that it could be easier to find more patterns if users and permissions were 

reordered.  

User data that are getting updated at the database will also be simultaneously updated in the text 

document. This is because as database has a drawback that when large amount of data are retrieved from the 

database it possible for the query to break because of the triggering time that is present in the query. That is if the 

time taken to retrieve data from the database extends beyond the triggering time of the query then there is a 

possibility for the query to break. In order to overcome this defect data’s that are present in the database is also 

stored in the text document.  

The entire data’s from the text document are represented in the front end within a single page [13]. 

When the dataset is a huge it is not possible to have a clear view when the entire data is represented in a single 

page. In order to overcome this graphical representation is imposed on the data’s, where data’s are zoomed out to 

have a clear view. When mouse click is posted on a particular record it gets sorted as the first record to ease the 

analysis process. 
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4.2.3 CONTENT MANIPULATION 

A data manipulation language (DML) is a family of syntax elements similar to a computer 

programming language used for inserting, deleting and updating data in a database. But in our Role Mining 

concepts without using database administration we try to perform manipulations. But we couldn’t perform entire 

operation based in files only few operation are consider as a role because of security reasons we play a 

manipulations like inserting, deleting as well as setting permissions to their employees.    

A visual representation can highlight potential exceptions within data in an effective manner and a 

textual role representation reports on information about role-user and role-permission relationships in a less 

communicative fashion than a graphical representation [7]. To perform data extraction the text document that 

contains the data are fed as input. Data that is represented in this system is the user-permission assignment, for 

instance when a banking application is considered each and every user are assigned certain permission which is 

called as roles in this context. Depending on the role that is assigned to the user the access towards the data are 

allowed and prohibited [1], where the role based access control (RBAC) technique is used. RBAC technique is 

widely used in most of the organization because of its simplicity. 

Role mining is done by extracting data’s that exist under a particular role [5][14]. That is based on the role all the 

information about users who are present under particular department are extracted, which is called as clustered 

mining in this context [6]. Further specific mining is done where unique data is extracted. That is for instance, 

particular user information is extracted from the entire collection of information. This is done by specifying the 

unique identification of the user [8]. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 VISUALIZATION OF DATA  

 
This figure indicates a large data set being represented in a single page. 
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5.2 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF DATA 

 

 
 

As it is not possible to have a clear view of the huge data set when it is represented on a single page, data’s are 

zoomed out to have a clear view. Further sorting is imposed on data. 

5.3 ROLE MINING 

 

In order to explain the mining phenomenon a banking application is explained for instance  where the roles are 

mined implementing the RBAC technique. 
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5.4 CLUSTER MINING 

 

      The users residing under a particular department are retrieved denoting cluster mining [9].  

5.5 SPECIFIC MINING 

 

The information of an individual is obtained by specifying the unique identity. 

6. CONCLUSION 

As this system is designed to represent huge set of data within a single page, analysis and extraction process are 

easier. Similarly sorting that is done on the data also make extraction process quick and efficient. The cluster 
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mining and specific mining that is done in this system enables to have more detailed information on the user data. 

The enhancement that can be done is that, multiple databases can be used at the same time to mine the data.  
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